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Abstract
The main object of this research is the complex
of peculiar relations between Production and
Landscape of a specific peri-urban context,
which is currently at serious and progressive
risk of abandonment and loss of memory and
whose regeneration they act as a prominent
cultural leverage for.
Since the roman age and for centuries, in Rufoli,
a little village in the city of Salerno, handmade
glazed tiles were produced in typical woodfired furnaces and put on the Empire routes to
cover a part of the market demand. The only
one active furnace, which survived the
depopulation of the area occurred in the last
second-half century, is assumed as a crucial
starting point of a wider landscape project. By
means of historical studies, punctual
architecture interventions and an evaluation
process for an adaptive reuse of the abandoned
productive buildings, a Cultural-productive
District has been identified as an achievable
Circular Economy scenario for this productive
landscape.
Keywords: productive landscape, landscape
room, adaptive reuse, circular economy,
territory - enterprise, cultural-productive
district
Introduction
Objectives and trajectories
The proposed case study is a peri-urban
productive landscape of southern Italy,
valuable for its centuries-old contribution to
the local material culture but in the current
situation of overall abandonment.
The research1 intends to trace a complex of
planning actions aiming to (i) continue creating
the landscape itself, (ii) achieve a level of
conservation for some of its parts and (iii)
individuate a co-management model for future
recovery and reuse of those places.
Firstly, the consistency of productive landscape
has been enriched with a study of the related
historical-archaeological bibliography, in order
to advance a renewed story of the place;
secondly, the combination of metric and
photographic architectural surveys with data
collected from private archives has allowed the
graphic reconstruction of ruined/abandoned
productive buildings which restoration and
reuse are claimed for; finally, an adaptive reuse
strategic map has been drawn by using a
multicriteria and multidimensional evaluation
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Fig. 1. Open-air drying of tiles at Fornace Ventura, 1977 (source: C. Cuomo archive).

to project a future shift towards a Circular
Economy (CE) model.
Documenting as a resistance to
abandonment
In September 1981 the issue n.7 of Campo, a
local culture magazine published in the eighties
of the last century in the city of Salerno
(Campania region), brought to readers’
attention the topic Ceramics in Salerno as a
substantial step in the recognition process of a
specific productive culture and of its
persistence in the city thanks to a favourable
combination of socio-economic and
environmental factors.
As one of the boldest contents, the article
“L’impastacrita” [1] documented the key role
assumed by a single place in the ceramic
handcrafted objects production: in the little
village of Rufoli, for centuries, precious kinds
of handmade glazed tiles were obtained by
local quarried clay, modelled with a series of
ritual actions by working open-air or taking
cover under simple canopies and, finally,
baked into ancient stone-made wood-fired
furnaces datable back to the Roman
settlements.
After decades from the earliest historical

record, the author was narrating the story of a
“locus solis” [2], a portion of territory involved
in the millenary “combined action of Man and
Nature” [3], for the preservation of which a
coalescence of diverse actions should have been
taken. In fact, the piece was aiming to denounce
an ongoing process of abandonment due to
wider socio-economic dynamics rather than
simply acknowledging undeniable material and
immaterial values still, though, to be recognized
by the same local community. Nevertheless,
deriving from different parts of the society,
prominent doses of resistance were already
rooted or about to act against the loss of
memory (Fig. 1).
The following sections are developed in a
narrative form assuming a “nebulous distance”
[4] as a cognitive process; this “critical
distance” [5] gives the observer the ability to
interpret a landscape, as it appears at certain
point in time, in order to attribute a specific
design intention to it. Therefore, the chapters
stand as autonomous observation points of the
same phenomenon for which the resulting
series of interpretations proposes an aggregate
of heterogeneous actions progressing towards
the same direction.
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inland piedmont area owned by the same name
patrician family “Rufus” [9]. Moreover,
following the routes of the Tabula
Peutingeriana toward the Southern Italy, it is
conceivable that the Roman Via Annia‐Popilia
(from Capua to Reggio Calabria) passed by
here, once arrived at the northern limit of the
city. Three the reasons to support the thesis:
1) to keep the trades safe from hostile attacks,
the inland side would have been preferred
to the seaside for its conformation of a
valley surrounded by hills;
2) the presence of clay quarries and furnaces
for ceramics production along the Roman
way would have easily helped to input
tradable goods/materials on the route;
3) the net of archaeological sites recognisable
as residential/productive settlements of the
ager Picentinus allows to reconstruct an
interpolation for the Roman route to go
through (Fig. 2).
Borrowing the idea of “territorial room” [10]
and considering Territory and Landscape as
two “phenomena of the same area” [11], the
definiteness and distinguishability of the
physical features of this area lead to name
Rufoli ‘landscape room’.
Its geological story is that of a clayey piedmont
valley, located at 200m asl ca. between Mt.
Stella (north) and Giovi Hills (south),
characterized by a central ridge which gives
rise to the Rio Grancano, a flowing east
torrential water body, left tributary of the Irno
River. The historical urban fabric and the
ancient furnaces are located along via Rufoli, a
road which twists and turns following the
orography; crosswise, in the nineties of the last
century the highway has been moved, enlarged
and better aligned to the water course,
drastically altering the surrounding areas, their
uses and, then, the environment (Fig. 3).
The proposed scheme (F4) is a “choreme” [12],
a chorographic, figurative but measurable
representation of the described landscape
room, as this appears when the study is

Fig. 2. Interpolation of the Via Annia-Popilia, 2017.

Fig. 3. Rufoli seen from the Mount Tubenna, 2016.

Rufoli as Landscape Room
In humanistic geography [6], according to
Cosgrove’s distinction between subjects
capable to identify a landscape, insider is an
individual or part of a society directly involved
in the living dynamics of a landscape, unable to
establish differences between two separate
landscapes; on the counterpart, coming from
outside, the outsider is capable to deduce and
describe those features and differences [7].
Following this logic, respectively, here are
assumed: on the one side, the small community
of farmer‐artisans of Rufoli, holders and
conveyors of the traditional knowledge of
handmade tiles production; on the other one,
an almost as small as the first one group of
individuals who contributed to gather
fragments of an intentional cartography of
Rufoli through the years.
Among the latter two local historians, A. Sinno
and V. Panebianco, offered thorough
descriptions of the “Castrum Salerni” and its
strategic commercial role within the Roman
Empire [8], where Rufoli is recorded as an

Fig. 4. Choreme of Rufoli, 2016.
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Fig. 5. Tiles firing at Fornace De Martino, 2016 (source: M. Monteleone archive).

conducted; starting from its “emerging
elements” [13] it is also liable of future
developments and integrations. By reordering
the aforementioned elements of the real, hence,
the scheme offers a narrative combination of
conceptual links between the most relevant
historical-geographical data of the territory and
the persistent features of the productive places
as they forged the landscape until nowadays.
Rufoli as Productive Landscape
In the book La Via dell’acqua, la Via del fuoco,
the chapter “Le Fornaci di Rufoli” [14]
documents the presence of six ancient woodfired furnaces datable to 1479 at least,
classifiable as Roman typology [15], which have
been progressively abandoned due to an
increasing market demand for industrialized
products after WWII and, in general, to
countryside depopulation as the wrong side of
overurbanisation. Nevertheless, after exactly
five centuries and one year before the huge
earthquake stroke in the whole region in 1980,
only one of the kilns started to burn again,
surviving the disruptive socio-economic
circumstances and continuing to produce in the
same spaces: in fact, the still active Fornace
Ventura (currently owned and managed by the
family De Martino, the last farmer-artisans of
the area) acts as the single reference to further
document the topic item by item.
The analysis lists rural typologies determined
by the production phases:
1) squared terraced fishponds where the
excavated clay is mixed with water and
progressively filtered through the levels;
2) stone-arched and tile-roofed closed
canopies dedicated to moulding and cutting;
3) stone paved yards outside the canopies for
open-air drying;
4) stone-arched and tile-roofed furnaces
consisting of a semi basement kiln, two
overlapped cooking chambers and nine
chimneys on top to allow for the combustion.
The farmer-artisans are practical workers who:
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observe seasonal work intervals; repeat wellknown gestures dated by days and hours; use
repetitive forms when modelling the matter for
the best quality result; employ local resources
and natural forces to reduce waste and
consumption, while traditional rituals elevate
their ordinary practice to the state of aesthetic
experience (Fig. 5).
The productive landscape consistency is here
confirmed, in the words of Rubino, when this
territorial system is regarded as a production
system which “operates the integrated kinds of
hydrogeological, mining, forest, infrastructural
and generally productive resources which
pertain to a specific geographical area, in a
specific time, with specific historical,
technological, economic and political
connotations” [16]. What is more important, as
has also been stated, a productive landscape is
capable of providing not just a kind of goods as
the unique outcome of a production process,
“but a wide range of products and (ecosystem)
services and fulfilling the social, economic and
environmental requirements and aspirations of
present and future generations at the local,
national and global level” [17], this implying
renewed roles and opportunities for all the
actors involved in the process of landscape
creation/modification/management, but,
particularly, for the productive enterprise itself
which assumes higher responsibilities towards
the context and the community.
Based on metric and photographic surveys, by
way of example, the table shows the redrawing
of two in six furnaces which a reuse map has
been drawn for, according to their potential
role within the regeneration process (Fig. 6).
Rufoli as Circular System
The current urban plan and the latest rules on its
implementation identify Rufoli as a
“transformation area (AT)” where interventions
can only be proposed “under the form of a
production area plan (PIP)” [18]. Although the
planning tools confirm the productive function of

the area within the city, is to be remarked their
non-exhaustiveness about the definition and
extent of the transformation qualities. Potentially,
the lack of clear landscape design guidelines
represents a more dangerous threat to the
landscape identity and its integrated components
than the state of abandonment: either
inappropriate uses or boundless urban
transformations could significantly affect these
places recognizability in a near future.
Inaugurated in 1996, the museum Museo Città
Creativa was acknowledged by the community
as a concrete act against this threat. According
to its outsider promoters, the council member
prof. P. Persico and the artist U. Marano as
expert consultant, the relevant initiative was
undertaken with an experimental approach
toward the surviving furnace as intended as a
laboratory‐enterprise. The idea of linking a
factory and an art museum pointed at
providing a creative enterprise to the territory
with the conviction that the pursuit of
sustainable development means “it is possible
to change the identity of places, objects and
parts of the city to meet new market demands.
[…] The reinvention and reinterpretation of
the spaces are achieved by counterposing the
bottom-up urban planning to the top-down
one” [19]. Even though the museum offers
opportunities to build a network of socioeconomic relationships, it is still grounded in a
linear approach where a public service is
provided without rethinking the roles played
by all the other actors/components in the
context. The polarization between factory and
museum defines just one segment of
community interaction, for which there are
tight benefits (e.g. creation of employment), as
well as fuzzy environmental impacts (e. g.
resource consumption) deriving from the
combination.
But, in the light of such interaction between
kinds of subjects and to outline the extent of any
further intervention, the proposal of an adaptive
reuse strategic map involving all the productive
buildings “in consideration of their level of
integrity” [20] aims at changing paradigm rather
than identity; shifting to a CE model requires
here the ability of combining together values
related to culture and production in a
collaborative usage system with a multistakeholder participatory approach [21]. As
recently stated, “a circular economy describes
an economic system that is based on business
models which replace the ‘end-of-life’ concept
with reducing, alternatively reusing, recycling
and recovering materials in
production/distribution and consumption
processes, […] with the aim to accomplish
sustainable development, which implies
creating environmental quality, economic
prosperity and social equity, to the benefit of
current and future generations” [22]. If “the
preexisting is what remains and it acts as a
support to what comes after” [23], the
assumption of the existing enterprise as a
territorial core, from which stems a network of
production-related activities, leads to the
concept of ‘territory-enterprise’2, a landscape
actor with the ethic task of its regeneration.
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Fig. 6. Redrawing of Fornace Soriente (left columns) and Fornace Della Rocca (right columns), 2017.

Fig. 7. De Martino’s tile factory re-design proposal. 2017.
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Fig. 8. Circular interactions study of the Alternatives (A - Centre of Arts, B - Diffused Museum, C - Cultural-productive District), 2017.

Given the concept as an operating model, it has
been interpreted by replacing the term material
with that one of activity and extending the
enterprise features from the single factory to the
ensemble of productive places/buildings.
Initially, the De Martino’s tile factory
production analysis explains resources and
materials (input), employed machinery and
working stages (equipment and process), semifinished and final products as well as waste
products (output). Although the production
itself realizes a waste product reuse margin
already obtaining new materials to market, the
shift to a “circular value-product chain” is
pursued by implementing the 9R approach [24]
to conjecture for new potential satellite
activities. Regarded as an activity, each output
provides a new service‐product to the territory
and, with a circular return, confers the factory
the new role of “network-enterprise” [25] with
ethic engagement toward the community and
the environment [26].
Rufoli as Cultural‐Productive District
The regeneration project starts from a set of redesign interventions for the existing tile factory,
the core activity, heading to recover a landscapeaware balance of all its parts on many aspects.
For instance: - to construct a new flexible-use
pavilion rebuilds a terrace profile and proposes
an open interface adapting to community uses
from time to time; - to relocate the clay mixture
pavilion in close proximity to the clay storage
area reduces the consumption of fossil fuel for
mechanical movements and, in respect of subtle
water paths, also ensures with natural water
supply; - to conceive a research laboratory
redraws the threshold between the plateau and
the hillside and plays in favour of a fertile use
hybridization (Fig. 7).
As the next step, the abandoned places reuse
master plan is shaped on three ‘visions’
corresponding to strategic maps that adaptively
build up three possible cooperation networks for
the territory-enterprise activities: Centre of Arts
(A), Diffused Museum (B), Cultural-productive
District (C). Their different draft depends on the
same quali-quantitative impact matrix modelled
to compare performance and preferability
throughout the final decision-making process. In
the light of a Multi‐criteria Decision Analysis
(MCDA) [27], a suitable scenario exists as the
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preferable one between Alternatives that
differently determine the relevance and
fulfilment of many objectives by providing
information on their level of sustainability
through an evaluation process which “is
fundamental to identifying change, supporting
an adaptive approach that is flexible enough to
meet the challenge of change” [28] (Fig. 8).
Following a hierarchy logic, the analytical matrix
structures the Productive Landscape topic on
four evaluation Clusters (Society, Economy,
Culture, Environment); each of them identifies
diverse Criteria Strategies to achieve the visions
through multiple Groups of Actions, the
effectiveness of which is expressed by
qualitative/quantitative Indicators that measure
Impact Effects to be minimised or maximised.
Changing alternative changes each impact effect
with the ability to evaluate the Vision’s
Preferability Level on each point (9).
The matrix3 articulates a multidimensional data
system that requires further processing to
identify the preferable alternative from the
stakeholder point of view. Being already the
main actor of the landscape modification
process, the decision-making phase has been
tackled with the De Martino’s, the farmerartisans community assumed as the core
decision‐maker of the proposed project. The
assessment they have been guided through4 has
been recorded with the software Visual
PROMETHEE based on the “outranking method”
[29], the principle of which “stems from
processing a system of pairwise comparisons of
the alternatives. This procedure involves the use
of a System of Preference Relations (SPR) that is
based on the exploitation of the outranking
relation. According to this relation, an action will
outrank another if the first action is considered
to be at least as good as the second” [28]. Hence,
after having aligned the multicriteria analysis
hierarchy to the software one, a weight of
preference has been attributed to each action to
realize the outranking logic during the pairwise
comparisons process (10).
As a remarkable evidence of the overall
alternatives’ performance and effectiveness,
while A competes with C on culture but neither
society nor economy, B shows very negative
trends, when C unexpectedly enhances the
environment and, what is more important,
emerges as the preferable one (11).

Conclusions
Adaptivity as overwriting
The case study reveals a complex system of
materials to be operated for its regeneration
which, ultimately, is a result of “thinking
through complex values” where “value
recognition is closely linked to different forms
of knowledge” [30]. Therefore, the adopted
multidisciplinary approach not only allows to
individuate issues to solve, but also to express
potentialities by each discipline called upon to
propose a sustainable landscape recovery and
reuse project.
Sustainability is here interpreted as adaptivity
to the physical features of a territory. In fact,
the productive places conformation has turned
out to be decisive in the preferable scenario
identification, thus confirming landscape
modification as related to that of the territory
and its shape.
In this research, such kind of forms, elments
and signs has counted as traces of a palimpsest
“to be used as elments, support points, clues,
incentives for our planning. A place is not a
data, but the outcome of a complex thickening
[…]. Each territory is unique and that is why
‘recycling’ is required, scraping (possibly with
the utmost care) the ancient text again […] to
set a new one” [31].
From a landscape vision to a productive
model
Referring to the applied evaluation, a process
during which decision-makers may change
their preferences in response to an increased
awareness of the problem, it can be observed
that, in the vision’s definition, the group
assumed as a single actor: 1) on the basis of its
insider role, the more has acquired new
information deriving from the landscape
studies put forward above, the more such
awareness has given the assessment result selfevidence and feasibility; 2) while, despite the
apparent uniformity of its members’ interests,
it has quite reproduced a dialogue between
different points of view within a heterogeneous
cluster and, for this reason, reflected the local
community dynamics, but at a smaller scale.
As for the pursuit of a context-tailored CE
model, scalarity is quite a reverse analogy.
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Fig. 9 - Multicriteria analysis of the alternative Visions3, 2017.

Tab. 1 - Multicriteria analysis of the Alternatives4, 2017.

Fig. 10. Evaluation of the Preferable Alternative through Visual PROMETHEE®, 2017.

The future shift occurs with a ‘translation of
features’, a change in scale, from the survived
factory to the territory, thus allowing the
territory-enterprise to self-regulate the
landscape dynamics between identity and
development, but overwriting them in the

renewed form of a cultural-productive district5.
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NOTES
1.
This paper is developed from the author’s
Master’s degree thesis discussed in 2017,
at the Department of Architecture of the
University of Naples “Federico II”, with
professors M. Cerreta and R. Serino as
precious supervisors and interlocutors.
2.
With reference to [19], [25], [26], but also
to notable literature on the trading zones
topic (see P. Galison, “Trading with the
Enemy”, in Michael E. Gorman, Trading
Zones and Interactional Expertise: Creating
New Kinds of Collaboration, Cambridge,
U.S.: The MIT Press, 2010), the concept of
‘territory-enterprise’ has been genuinely
developed here as tailored to the casestudy context, thus, still requiring further
deepening and study.
3.
The hierarchy logic analysis is structured
on a matrix framework by rows (R) and
columns (C), where rows may refer to a
‘single’ (Rx,Cx = Ry,Cy) or a ‘multiple’
(Rx,Cx = [Ry+Ry+n],Cy) relation they
establish between information. In
particular, the first part of the matrix -the

4.

5.

darker coloured one- considers both
kinds of relations, while the second one the lighter- explains only the single ones.
Colours refer to the four analytic Clusters
(Society, Economy, Culture, Environment)
and the general readability is that of a
drop-down list. The first part is explained
as follows: for each Cluster in C1, a single
Criteria is defined in C2, (e.g. R1,C1 =
R1,C2), where each is pursued by multiple
Strategies as listed in C3 (e.g. R1,C2 =
[R1+R2],C3); corresponding to the latter
category, Groups of Actions individuate
single fields of interest in C4 (e.g. R1,C3 =
R1,C4), which are explained by multiple
Actions in C5 (e.g. R1,C4 = [R1+R2],C5).
While by single relations, in the second
part, each Action uniquely corresponds to
an Indicator (C6), to a Measurement Unit
(C7) and to an Impact Effect (C8 and C9)
with a different result per each of the
three Alternatives, A(C9), B(C10) and
C(C11) (e.g. R1,C5 = R1,C6 = R1,C7 =
R1,C8 = R1,C9).
To the purpose of the assessment’s
decision-making phase, in June 2017 the
meeting was held with the community of
farmer-artisans in Rufoli at Fornace
Ventura/De Martino.
All the images, tables, drawings and
schemes have been produced by the
author, unless otherwise noted.
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